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Glendale Police
Department News

GLENDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT OPEN HOUSE

July 2017
Vol. 2. Issue 2

On June 3, 2017, the GPD welcomed
over 3,000 people to its third annual
community Open House.

department will have a vested interest in
the safety of our community.

The GPD is not a stuffy, starchy police
station. Each division offered an inviting
display. Officers, reserves, community
service officers, cadets and explorers
were eager to show their work to the
community.

The street was closed off to traffic,
and there were
many interesting displays: a
climbing wall
for kids, face
painting, and a
chance for adults
to drive the
SKIDS course
(which simulates
Officer Bryan Duncan dem- driver impairment).
onstrates the SKIDS course.
Children loved
the opportunity sit on official police
motorcycles and pretend to “drive” the
motorcycle.

The Regional Lab
The Verdugo Regional Crime Lab took
a more handson approach for
kids. Kids learned
real diagnostic
techniques as they
participated in
a "crime scene"
investigation.
The AB 109 Team
Michelle Metchikian
works with the kids.

The AB 109 Team
showed off the
vast amounts
of drugs,
handguns,
and other
loot retrieved
as a result of
their search
warrants and
arrests.

Sgt. Rosas shows the materials
recovered by the AB 109 team.

Cadets and Explorers
People were interested in the Cadet &
Explorer programs that introduce young
people to the variety of positions at the
station. Those who eventually join the

Something for Everyone

City officials took the stage to talk about
Glendale City Hall’s 75th Anniversary.
After the dignitaries, the Beverly Belles,
entertained
the crowd
singing 40s
standards.
K-9s from
Glendale and
Burbank, and
Officer Teal Metts w/Beverley
Belles. Metts wears the
their handlers,
1947 GPD uniform, the first
demonstrated
year the patch was worn.
their awesome
capability to take down a suspect.
No one could miss the GPD helicopter
in an adjacent lot. Flight officers showed
how helicopters work in tandem with
ground units to track suspects, find lost
people, and patrol the city for security.
(More pictures on page 8.)
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IDOL HAS A NEW PACK
How difficult was it for K-9 Idol to
change handlers? Hey, he’s a pro!
When Officer Sholtis, K-9 Idol’s prior
handler, became Sergeant Sholtis, he took
on new duties unrelated to dog handling.
Officer Kyle Heinbechner, who had been
training with the K-9 unit since March,
stepped in. How was the transition?
“Pretty easy,” says Officer Heinbechner.
“Idol recognizes he has a new ‘pack’
and he works very well with me. We’ve
bonded.”
What’s Idol Like?
“Idol is a social dog,” Heinbechner
continues. “He loves people, especially
kids. He’s a working dog, not a pet. We
keep him in a
kennel when
he’s not working.” The
goal is to keep
Idol a little
bored, so he’s
raring to go
to work. Even
though he’s
not a pet, Ofc.
Ofc. Kyle Heinbechner
Heinbechner
and K-9 Idol
allows his three
children to play with Idol in the back
yard. “They are supervised all the time,”
he says.
Why Become a Dog Handler?
“I wanted to increase my tactical skills,”
he says. So he applied to be a K-9 handler and acquire the skills and tactics
involved. “Idol was trained as an explosives dog. And, I’m working on becoming certified in that area as well.”
Officer Heinbechner has 10-years
experience with the Glendale Police
Department and four years with the
California Highway Patrol.
If you see Officer Heinbechner and Idol
around, be sure to stop and say hi!
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DRUG RECOGNITION
EXPERTS
Impaired drivers aren’t always
drunk. They can be driving under
the combined influence of either
alcohol or drugs (illegal, prescription,
over-the-counter drugs) or both. The
number of drug-impaired drivers
increases each year. The department
has over two dozen Drug
Recognition Experts (DREs) who
are rigorously trained to determine
what a driver has ingested—alcohol,
any of seven categories of drugs, or a
combination of drugs and alcohol.
Standard Field Sobriety Tests
First, the Standard Field Sobriety Tests
(SFST). Officers conduct these tests
on the road side. The SFST training
provides a good idea of a subject’s level of
alcohol impairment. An officer must pass
a proficiency evaluation before going on
to ARIDE, the next level.
ARIDE
ARIDE (Advanced Roadside Impaired
Driving Enforcement ) bridges the
gap between the SFST and the DRE
program. It includes a recap of the
SFST, and covers the seven categories of
drugs to look for. It expands to include
the effects of drug combinations as well
as pre- and post-arrest procedures. The
16-hour course is taught by certified
DRE instructors.
Drug Recognition Experts (DREs)

Officer Matt Bolton

Standard Field
Sobriety Tests
Part 1: HNG test. Penlight to
eye. Does subject have sideways involuntary jerking of
the eye? And, can the subject
can follow a moving object
(finger or penlight, etc.)
with eyes.
Part 2: Walk and turn test.
Subject walks nine steps, heelto-toe, turns on one foot and
returns the same way. Officer
checks for overall balance,
stopping, not going heelto toe, or not listening to
officer’s instructions.
Part 3: Stand on one leg test.
Subject stands on one leg
(with foot about 6 inches off
the ground, and counts slowly
by ones (“1001, 1002, 1003”)
until told to stop.
Officer checks for balance,
swaying, or putting the
foot down.

When an officer has mastered the SFST
and ARIDE, he/she can begin working
on becoming a Drug Recognition
Expert. There is a rigorous 72-hour DRE
class and an ensuing exam that officers
must pass. Then, twelve evaluations
must be completed prior to certification.
In addition, officers must conduct four
Many thanks to Officer Matt
evaluations per year and maintain a
Bolton
and Officer Bryan Duncan
rolling electronic log.
To maintain DRE status, officers must
meet continuing education requirements
and and be re-certified every other year.

who contributed their knowledge, skills and patience with
this article. It was a lot of work on
their part, and we appreciate it.

Officer Matt Bolton is one of the
Pupils, Nasal Cavities, and Muscles
GPD’s DREs. He, among other officers,
If Officer Bolton still believes the susalso trains those who want to become
pect is impaired, he’ll check the pupils of
certified.
the subject’s eyes under different lighting
The Subject and the DRE Exam
conditions. Do the pupils constrict in
bright light? Become larger in diminAs a DRE, Officer Bolton takes a
ished light? Are they normal?
suspected impaired driver through a
precise 12-step process in a controlled
environment (like the station). Each
hand-documented step adds information needed to make a determination.
Even though Officer Bolton has been a
DRE for years, he still carries a checklist
to make sure he doesn’t miss a step. Of
course, the entire process depends on the
driver’s cooperation.

He will also check the septum and nasal
cavities for swelling and/or excessive
mucus. He checks the tongue for bumps
and other irregularities that can indicate
certain drugs. Muscle tone is important,
too. Officer Bolton
will check the subject’s
muscles to see if they
are tense or flaccid.
He
continues
to
document
his findings.
The Steps
He also checks the subject’s arms, legs,
Officer Bolton administers a breath
alcohol concentration test, reviews the torso, under the tongue, and other areas
results, and interviews the subject. How’s for fresh needle tracks.
the subject’s general One Last Pulse Rate
health? What has
Officer Bolton takes the subject’s pulse
he ingested (food,
one last time and checks it against the
alcohol, drugs*)
first two sets of data. Once again, he
or...? As the subject
interviews the subject. Then, he forms an
answers questions,
opinion. Officer Bolton writes it up careOfficer Bolton watches the subject’s
fully, by hand. By now, Officer Bolton
attitude, coordination, speech patterns,
has a very good idea of what the subject
and facial expression, gathering data as
has ingested. If impaired, the driver may
he goes.
be arrested.
Officer Bolton carefully checks the subChoose Your Ride Wisely
ject’s eyes. Are the pupils the same size?
Can the subject track movement with
DREs help keep Glendale streets safe.
his/her eyes? He examines the eyes to
It’s your choice: a $10,000 police car
see if there is an involuntary eye jerking ride or a $10-$20 taxi ride or other safe
(Nystagmus) which may indicate depres- alternative.
sants, inhalants, and dissociative anes*Drug: “Any substance when ingested into the
thetics. Officer Bolton also checks the
body,
can impair a person’s ability to operate
subject’s vital signs. If he believes there is
a motor vehicle safely.” From the National
an injury or medical condition, he will Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s
seek immediate medical assistance for
Drug Evaluation and
the driver.
Classification program
Standard Field Sobriety Tests
Officer Bolton conducts the Standard
Field Sobriety Tests. (See sidebar, Page
2.) He follows up these tests with another check of the subject’s pulse. He
compares this pulse rate to the first for
differences.

Click on the link to
watch a video on
drugged driving
http://www.nbcnews.com/
news/us-news/druggeddriving-rise-passes-alcohol-alone-fatal-crashesstudy-finds-n751681

Why Not Go for a
Blood Test Initially?
Often, taking a subject
for a blood test may be
too late, as some drugs
become inactive in tissues
fairly quickly.

Marijuana Today
The marijuana of 50 years
ago ranged in potency
from 6-10% THC. Today’s
marijuana (bought from
a medical dispensary) can
range between 24-30%.
Concentrated cannabis
has a THC level of 70-90%.

GPD Has a Zero
Tolerance Rule to
Impaired Driving
Costs for impaired driving
may exceed $10,000 in
fines, fees, jail time, and
the loss of your drivers
license.

(DEC).
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BEST IN THE WEST

CHIEF SELECTED

And they aren't kidding. In May, the
Glendale Police Department SWAT
team went head-to-head with 24 other
SWAT Teams in the “Best in the West”
competition. (Hosted by the Santa Clara
County Sheriff's Dept.) They won:
 1st Place: Overall
 1st Place: Vehicle Assault
 1st Place: Sniper Team
 1st Place Two-Man Assault
 3rd Place: Physical Challenge
 3rd Place: Top Gun
 1st Place Individual Top Gun: 		
			 Sgt. Toby Darby.

The California Peace Officers' Memorial
Foundation, which honors our fallen
heroes, selected Glendale Police Chief
Chief Robert M. Castro for their Board
of Directors. The board is comprised
of active and retired California peace
officers. It represents all ranks of officers.

There were seven events. The GPD took
top honors in five of them. Talent, good
training, and competitive natures mean
great results.

California Peace Officers’
Memorial Foundation

“I’m privileged to serve
as a board member
and proud to represent
the Glendale Police
Department,” says
Chief Castro.

Chief Castro will attend all Southern
California meetings as well as the Peace
Officers' Memorial in Sacramento. He
plans to request that our Honor Guard
be present at the ceremony.
The Chief is passionate about honoring
and remembering fallen officers.
His partner, Officer Louis Pompei,
Glendora, died after being shot in the
line of duty.

A NEW LOOK
The Honor Guard recently designed
and received new uniforms. This was a
joint project of the department and the
Glendale Police Foundation.
They look great!
(Left to right): Ofc. Darby, Ofc Kim, Ofc. Weise, Sgt.
Darby, Ofc.Barajas, Ofc.Smiley, Ofc. Wilson.

POLICE UNITY TOUR
The GPD Police Unity Tour Team completed the 300-mile ride from NYC to
D.C. on May 12, 2017. Their ride honored officers who died in the line of duty.

Law Enforcement Officer
Fatalities
Jan-July 9/17 vs. Jan-July 9/16
2017 2016
63

% change

Total

67

+ 6%

Firearms

24

27

-11%

Traffic:

27

24

+13%

Other:

16

12

+33%

1,512 total law enforcement
officers died in the line of duty
in the past 10 years. That’s one
death every 63 hours.
There were 143 law enforcement
officers killed in the line of duty in
2016.
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L/R: Ofc. Kelly Robinson, Ofc. Vincent Jackson,
Ofc. Emmanuel Flores, and Ofc. Christopher
Brewer sport the new Honor Guard uniforms.

KUDOS OFFICER COLVIN
A man straddled the ledge of the top
floor parking structure at the Americana.
Swaying to and fro, he is agitated, sick
of life's problems and ready to jump.
Although Officer James Colvin, Crime
Impact Team, was not dispatched, he
responded to the call. He quickly called
Officer Lynette Salazar and Officer
Sharon Kim (on the Crisis Negotiation
Team). Together, they helped establish
a rapport with the man and gained
his trust. The suicidal man eventually
approached Officer Colvin on foot and
was taken into protective custody.
For this courageous and skillful action,
Captain Brackin, under the advice
of Lt. Rodriguez, wrote a Divisional
Commendation for Officer Colvin. As
Capt. Brackin stated, "Your lifesaving
actions are characteristic of law
enforcement officers who are dedicated
to their profession and the safety of our
citizens."
Congratulations, Officer Colvin.

Crime Impact Team

Ofc. Koszis received a Divisional
Commendation from Capt. Brackin (and
Lt. Rodriguez) for his dedication, caring,
and professional skills.
Note: Homeless Outreach Team is part of
the Crime Impact Team.
Sgt. Danny Fernandez, Ofc.
Steve Koszis, Ofc. James Colvin,
Ofc. Rebecca Jackson, Lt. Oscar
Rodriguez. Not seen: Ofc. Michelle
Gonzalez, Ofc. Joe Allen, Ofc. Sue
Shine-Carter, and Elizabeth Javier.

Officer Steve Kosziz, Homeless Outreach Team

Living on the streets is hard. Rain, excessive sun, extreme hot and cold weather
conditions are devastating on the human
body. Dejected and alone, the homeless
are, in many cases, helpless, on drugs, or
have mental problems.

With her degree in Social Work,
her LSCW (Licensed Clinical Social
Worker) credentials, and her Masters
in Public Administration, she is
uniquely qualified to handle the job. An
added benefit, she is fluent in Korean.
Elizabeth’s language skills will be a
great help in Glendale’s large Korean
community.
Hit the Ground Running
Officer Colvin and Elizabeth have
already handled many cases. Her experience, skills and contacts in the mental
health field were immediately put to use.
“She’s a great person—and has great
resources,” says Officer Colvin.

Officer Steven Koszis, Homeless
Outreach Team, learned of a homeless
man living in the underground parking
of a building. It would have been easy to
tell the man to leave the premises, and
hope he found another place to live.

Elizabeth, Officer Colvin and Offficer
Koszis form a dynamic partnership.
Together, they offer our homeless and
mentally ill population a formidable
bank of resources and aid.

Instead, Ofc. Koszis connected personally with the man. He gained his trust
and cooperation.
Through his contacts, Ofc. Koszis was
able to connect him with a housing

MENTAL EVALUATION
TEAM
Officer Colvin has been waiting oh,
so patiently, for a clinician to join
the Mental Evaluation Team. Now,
Elizabeth Javier, LCSW, has taken on
the role. Elizabeth already has six years
experience working in the Los Angeles
County (LAC) USC Medical Center
Psychiatric Emergency Room.

Note: Glendale Mental Evaluation Team
is part of the Crime Impact Team.

KUDOS OFFICER KOSZIS

voucher and a landlord to work with him.
Ascencia provides ongoing case management to help the man transition to a
permanent housing solution.

Elizabeth Javier, LCSW
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TEEN ACADEMY IN FULL SWING
The young people in our community will be tomorrow’s leaders. We want to
establish ties with them now to develop and nurture relationships. Our second Teen
Academy began in early June. Officers Michelle Gonzalez and Rebecca Jackson were
responsible for guiding the new group through the jam-packed course.

Teens try on the special goggles.

Instructor Officer Rebecca Jackson (left interacts with
Academy members.

Crisis Negotiations Team (CNT) at the Teen Academy
“I showed the teens techniques we use
Teen Academy participants get a close
look at how the department operates and in Crisis Negotiations that they could
apply in their daily life,” Orloff says.
some of the skills needed in each unit.
Instructors work to keep the information
Agent Orloff emphasized that people in
lively and fun. Although each departcrisis need to be handled very sensitively.
ment does a presentation or demonThe teenage years aren’t easy and having
stration, we’re highlighting the Crisis
some CNT techniques will be useful
Negotiations Team (CNT).
for the attendees. “I got a lot of good
questions from the teens,” he says. “They
Crisis Negotiations Team member
were also great listeners.”
Agent Nik Orloff knows how to keep
an audience’s attention. After nearly
Academy Helps Prepare Students
15 years on the CNT, he relates well to
Agent Orloff sees working with the
people of all ages. He and Instructor
Teen
Academy as a chance to pass on
Officer Michelle Gonzalez presented
skills, knowledge and ideas the teens
the class on CNT.
can use no matter what profession they
choose as adults.

		
Officer Michelle Gonzalez:
“2016 was the first year of
					
Teen Academy and I am
		
happy to come back and be
part of the 2017 class. The
teen participants applied to
be part of the program and
are giving up some of their
summer fun time to spend
their mornings with us.
The presentations cover
many of the services GPD
has to offer, including
recruitment for the
Explorer and Cadet
Programs. They get a
preview of police service
and how they might fit in.
‘We cannot always
build a future for our
youth, but we can
build our youth for the
future.’ Franklin Delano
Roosevelt.

As I am nearing the end of
my career, I am having the
time of my life participating
in the youth programs the
department has to offer.

The presentations cover
many of the services GPD
has to offer, including reThank you to Officer Michelle Gonzalez,
Officer Rebecca Jackson, and Agent
Nik Orloff for their insights into the
Teen Academy. And, thank you to
Steve Reid for his great photography.
You are all terrific!

The Academy listens to SWAT Officer Eric Meyer in the yard.
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Officer Rebecca Jackson
“I’m very satisfied with how
the Teen Academy has gone.
The students seem to enjoy
learning. I’m also learning
from their viewpoints, as
well as from our speakers.

Ofc. Vincent Jackson answers questions from the Academy.

The group watches Officer Steve Kim maneuver the SWAT robot.

I asked the students if
what they’ve learned at the
Academy has created an
interest in a career in law
enforcement. Several raised
their hands.
The students have gained
a better understanding
of what law enforcement
really is. I believe this experience will serve them well
in whatever career they
choose.”
FINAL: BAKER TO
VEGAS CHALLENGE

SWAT Officers Steve Kim (left) and Eric Meyer (right) display their array of weaponry.

GPD has participated in 29 of
the total 33 Baker to Vegas
Relay Challenges. In March
2017, we:

 Finished seventh in 		

				

our category,

 56th overall (out of 		

				

279 teams).

The team isn’t made up of
just runners, but volunteers
(both sworn and civilian)
who provide needed support
before, during and after the
relay race.
Officer Vincent Jackson talks to the Teen Academy about the Motor Unit & the Honor Guard.

G lenda le P olice D epartment

Emergencies: 911.
Non-emergencies: 818-548-4840.
www.glendaleca.gov/government/
departments/police-department

This newsletter is a brief summary of facts. It is

We gratefully thank our
sponsors, support team,
runners and our entire GPD
team who cheered us on.
Visit us on Facebook and Twitter.

written for the Glendale community by the Glendale
Police Department. Send ideas or suggestions to
Rwilliam@glendaleca.gov or Nmichael@glendaleca.
gov, If you would prefer not to receive this
newsletter, please click here to unsubscribe.
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Officers Jose Barajas and Mike Mercado,
Assaults.

Officer Steve Koszis and Sgt.
Danny Fernandez, Crime Impact.

Explorers raffled off the mini-car at left and toy cars on
the table to benefit their program.

Officers Steve Kim and Alex
Lee, Financial Crimes.

Forensics Specialists Julie Ott and
Allen Brogden offer fingerprinting.

Officer Kyle Heinbechner and Idol.

Officer Larry Ballesteros shows
his motorcycle to a child.

Council Member Paula Devine takes
a spin with Volunteer Dave Coulter.

Officer Jeff Rivas, Lt. Tim Feeley.
Chief Castro and Officer Teal Metts.

Officer Justin Darby, SWAT

GLENDALE
POLICE
DEPARTMENT
OPEN HOUSE
JUNE 3, 2017

Face painting for everyone!
Page
8
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Seated: Cadets Sarah Kamachi, Craig
Vogeley. Standing, Officer Javier
Michel and Cadet Brian Flores.

